The Laplacian operator ß on a bounded domain Q in ~n containing 0, with Dirichlet boundary condition, is perturbed by a pseudopotential J, the Dirac measure at O. Such a perturbation will be defined in L,,(Q) for n = 2, 1 < p < 00, and for n = 3, ~ < p < 3, and is shown to be the generator of an analytic semigroup. Thus solutions of the corresponding evolutionary system are weil defined. The necessary estimates involve the Gagliardo Nirenberg inequality and the Kato inequality.
Introduction
Let n be a bounded domain in IR{N (N) 1) that contains 0, and has a C 2 -boundary. Consider the evolution type system ( :t A+ b) u( t , . ) = 0 in n, t > 0, We show that, at least for some N and p, one can solve (1.1) by
u(t) S(t)uo, where {S(t)}t!?;O is an analytic semigroup on LP(n).
It will be sufficient to give an appropriate version of A + b with domain D, corresponding to the Dirichlet boundary condition, such that for all ), E ([; with Re A large has an inverse and, with some constant M, For our approach to work we need W 2 ,p(n) and w 2 ,Q(n), with q defined by (l/p) + (l/q) = 1, to be both continuously embedded in CO(Q) , that is 2 (N/p) > 0 and 2 (N/q) > O. Hence the restriction will be N N 2<P<N 2' wbich implies N = 2 and p E (1, (0), or N 3 and ~ < p < 3.
The paper is organised as folIows. In Section 2 we summarise some facts on point interactions in U(R N ). In Section 3, respectively 4, we construct the point interaction and its resolvent operator. In Section 5 we show pointwise estimates for the Green function ({JJ. GJ.,n(O,·) at zero. The U norm of rp). will be estimated from above using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality. The main result is proved in the last section.
Application of point interactions to the study of singular solutions of the semilinear problem -8u + \ul s -1 U = -(JU with 0" > 0 will be treated in a forthcoming paper.
For results on point interactions on bounded domains with periodic boundary conditions, see [3] .
Preliminaries
In this section we summarise some facts on point interactions in U(R 3 ) taken from [2, 5, 6] .
The point interaction in L (see [2] 
Next one can extend the Laplacian operator to the operator
(1R(3»' --+(W ,2(1R(3»'
by taking the closure of the Laplacian operator in
Then for uo+c(e-titfP_i+etiTfPi)eD(-At) and
JR 3 for suitable a" assuming cos ~n -tr #= 0, that is r #= For this a t the operator -At for the resolvents of point interaetions ean be derived using [11] , see [5, 6] . In order to prove tbat -A + 4nb(ojor)r is the negative generator of an analytie semigroup on LP(~3), estimates on the funetion 0/,1"R3(X) = G).,R3(0, x) are needed. The LP-norm of 0/).,R3 bas to be estimated from above, wbereas estimates on [0/,1"R3 -0/1,jffi3] (0) are needed from below. These estimates ean be obtained from the explicit expression o/,1"le(X) e-.r.ilxlj4nlxl. Similar results hold for point interactions in LP(~2) with 1 < p < 00. See [5] .
Point interactions in LP(1R(3)
For 1 <
The constmction of point interactions in LP(O)
Let 0 It folIo ws from our assumption on N and p that tp E LP(n) and consequently
In other words,
REMA.RK 3.2. Tbis second characterisation is independent of the choice for u". 
Using these operators we can prove the following theorem (see also [5] or [10, 11] 
Therefore the operator
(I +L,,'P):D('P)---+D{'P)
is weIl defined. Moreover, for u + c(q> + u"') E D{'P), 
It is not difficult to verify that I + LA'P is invertible if and only if I + 'PLA: IC ---+ IC is invertible, and that, if those operators are invertible,
Finally we remark that for CE IC (see (4.1»
The statement of the theorem now follows from (4.2) and (4.3). D
Estimates on tbe Green function at (0, x)
In order to prove that point interactions are negative generators of analytic semi As Re l ~0, it follows by the maximum principle that sup Iv",l;;;;; sup IV;.I. 1 ) as IA 1--* 00 and Re A~O. 0
